Stop running around in circles!
Unify allows you to sell products on multiple
channels from a single place so you can save
time on data entry, see your financials from a
holistic perspective, and grow your business
your way. Automate your sales data directly
into your accounting software. Easily add sales
channels and products and integrate those
channels and inventory with any accounting and
email marketing platform. Eliminate unreliable
processes by setting rules and scheduling
automatic syncs of orders, customers, fees and
expenses, accounting, and emails. Use reports on
finances, customers, and inventory to strategize
and expand your online presence. Bring it all
together with Unify.

Customers rave about Unify
“Huge Time Saver! This app has saved me tons
of time on manual entry of orders. I could not be
more happy with the services that this solution
provides.”
—Accountfully
“We have thousands of product SKUs and
hundreds of orders per week that need to be
transferred over to QuickBooks Online and
Unify seamlessly syncs them all. I would highly
recommend this app. It’s easy to use, easy to
connect, and Webgility has great customer
service.”
—FidoFoods.com

“This solution is super helpful syncing every detail
to every order with Xero. It makes life a lot easier! “
—Great Lakes Collection
“Unify has excellent functionality and it syncs
right in with my QuickBooks Online. It’s really easy
to use—the ability to unsync an order is a super
bonus. It has definitely made my job easier and
saved $$$$ in accounting expenses.”
—Katie Kime
“I love this app! It’s truly amazing. I was doing
everything by hand before inputting all of my
orders. This app saves me so much time.”
—Metal Marvels

Key Features of Unify
Multi-channel Selling

Sell your products on any
marketplace or platform and
manage all of them from one
user-friendly interface. Create a
master inventory list in one store
or in your accounting software,
and sync your inventory across
channels with just one click.

Email Marketing

Integrate your curated customer
lists with automated email
marketing platforms like
MailChimp to keep in touch
with your customers, execute
promotions, and carry out all of
your marketing outreach efforts.
Reach out and sell more.

Accounting

Automatically post all of your
sales information directly into
your accounting software and
always know where your money
is. Know your accounting is
timely, accurate, organized, and
tax compliant. Post all revenue
streams, fees, and expenses to
fully reconcile.

Reports

View financial reports of all
channels—revenue, expenses,
order volume, inventory, and
much more—for insights
on margins and trends. Pull
customer and inventory reports
to drill down on specific areas
like customer behavior and
vendor orders.

Automation

Schedule and automate multichannel e-commerce data entry
to remove the need for multiple
entries. Eliminate error and
streamline order processing,
inventory management, and
accounting. Click to download
the order and we’ll take it from
there.

Start your free trial today
www.webgility.com/unify/trial

Sales Tax

Automatically record and
validate sales tax to the state
and jurisdiction level for each
online order across all sales
channels. Post orders to your
accounting system with the
sales tax included. Know your
sales tax is being reported
across all sales channels.
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